
Your smartphone
is a traitor!
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This talk is
interactive

(please interrupt me)



Trust



Losing your phone

What sensitive data is on your phone?
How easy is it to access this data?

Solution: Cerberus for Android, Find my Phone for iOS, encryption



Apps

32.8 million mobile devices are infected with 
malware (only ~2%)
‘Free’ apps collect your data

Solution: only install apps from the official stores, and check permissions
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Permissions

Solution: Tinfoil for Facebook, NativeWrap for other apps, PrivacyGuard / AppOps



Your location

A smartphone is the ideal tracking device
● Is in your pocket whenever you leave the 

house
● Can get your location in a variety of ways

○ GPS
○ Cell towers
○ Wireless networks in range
○ IP address
○ ...



Your location

Active gathering
● By your apps (e.g. 

Facebook, 
Foursquare)

● By your location 
provider (e.g. Google, 
Apple)

● By your operating 
system (e.g. MI)

● By your network 
operator (via cell 
towers)

Passive gathering
● Based on your list of 

Wi-Fi networks



Your networks

Is “McDonalds” around?

Is “Airport Wifi” around?
Is “telenet-198E6” around?

Is “Bramnet” around?



Your location







The Internet

The Internet

Who can see your data?



The Internet

The Internet

Hotspot ownerEavesdroppers ISP
(and possibly 

eaves- 
dropper)

Cloud / service 
provider

National intelligence 
agencies



Your Internet traffic

Is “McDonalds” around?

Sure! Hi there!



Your Internet traffic

Solution: use a VPN, remove networks when possible, avoid ‘open’ networks

The 
Internet



EC_Hotspot, TELENETHOTSPOT, internet, 
TELENETHOMESPOT, RadissonBluGuest,Hotel, 
TNCAP1CABEF, NOVOTEL, AlterKaiser, Internet, 

Hotel_Metropole_BXL, Frivillighuset, swisscom,
NTGent_Free_WiFi, Rest_Colmar, LISA-VIP, TP-

LINK_729928, ANTONIO DELGADO, FREEWIFI De 
Waag,Norwegian Internet Access, fon, 

Thomson8FEDFB, THALYSNET, Telekom_ICE,
E2355E417ACDE62639E45C7C41, Dan-Free-zone, 
Chateau de la Poste, MOBILE, Towie, EP-GUEST, 

giorgio1



The Cloud

Do you trust your cloud provider?
● Google
● Apple
● Dropbox
● ?



The Cloud

Do you trust know who your cloud provider is?
● Google
● Apple
● Dropbox
● Facebook
● Amazon
● Microsoft
● Salesforce
● Rackspace
● ?



Implementation issues

You are only as secure as the weakest link

… which can be your smartphone manufacturer

Bonus: phones are often running outdated 
software
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Side-channel / acoustic attacks

Smartphones leak
● Electromagnetic radiation
● Vibrations
● Heat
● Sound
● Other radio signals
● ...



Social engineering

All of the previous isn’t any good
… if you are the target



Addendum: passwords

Are you using different passwords for different 
services?
Are you using complex passwords?

Solution: use a password manager, use two-factor authentication



Thank you!
@BramBonne

bram.bonne@uhasselt.be
http://research.edm.uhasselt.be/bbonne
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